General course rules - All streets and beyond are OB, defined by edge of asphalt unless otherwise stated below. All parking lots are OB.

Hole 1 - Drain marked with white circle is a Casual Area (806.03) In-bounds edge of wooden posts mark OB where present. Paint line connects posts to road.

Hole 2 - Paint line on right is OB

Hole 3 - Paint line on far left is OB (across 2’s fairway)

Hole 5 - Paint line at bottom of dam beside tower is OB

Hole 12 - Creek (inside paint lines, surrounded by water if past end of painted line) is OB. Walking path and beyond on right and behind basket is OB

Hole 17 - Swamp area behind basket is OB, marked with stakes and string.

Hole 18 - Drain marked with paint circle (near tee) is a Relief Area (806.04) Water in ditch on left is Casual if present.